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ABSTRACT 

In this study, we conducted the identification of AI virus subtype H5N1 on avian species and market environment to 

determine the extent to which the market can act as a source of transmission of this virus. The methods used in this 

study were swab sampling of avian species and the environment in some markets in West Java and Tangerang. We 

conducted reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) method to identify avian influenza H5N1 

subtype using H5 and N1 specific primers. The results of this study showed that the AI H5N1 subtype virus was 

detected in avian species and market environment. This result reinforces previous findings that the market can be a 

source of transmission of AI H5N1 subtype virus to other birds. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The avian influenza (AI) subtype H5N1 in Indonesia was isolated and first identified in 2003 (Dharmayanti 

et al., 2004; Wiyono et al., 2004). The virus then spread to all parts of Indonesia except North Maluku and has 

become endemic. The H5N1 subtype AI virus is a type A influenza virus, having a negative, segmented and 

amphitated ribonucleic acid (RNA) genetic material that can infect poultry and mammals while waterfowl is the 

reservoir of this virus (Kawaoka et al., 1988). The highly susceptible nature of the AI virus causes the AI virus in 

Indonesia to form new variants such as the presence of AI viruses that have antigenic drift and antigenic shift 

(Dharmayanti et al., 2011a; Dharmayanti et al., 2011b). In Indonesia, until March 12, 2012 has been recorded as 

many as 187 positive people infected with the virus AI / H5N1 (WHO, 2012). AI virus conditions that are endemic 

and still the human cases of AI / H5N1 infected, making the AI virus is still a threat to human health. 

The live poultry market (PUH) is thought to be one of the sources of infection of AI virus spread. The live 

poultry market as a meeting place for humans and poultry has the potential to be a source of AI virus spread in 

poultry or even transmitted from birds to humans. Therefore, AI virus control in the market is an important 

component in controlling AI in Indonesia (Anonimus, 2007). AI cases in humans in 2011 and in 2013 in Bekasi 

show that the market is a risk factor for H5N1 infection in humans (Dharmayanti et al., 2014; Setyawati et al., 

2014). Studies on live poultry markets in several countries such as China and Hongkong (Seo and Webster 2001; 

Wan et al., 2011), Vietnam (Ngorken et al., 2005), Thailand (Amonsin et al., 2008) mention that AI viruses include 

influenza A / H5N1 virus. 

In Indonesia, studies of live poultry infections sold in PUH by the AI virus have actually been widely 

practiced, but have not been widely published scientifically. One publication of the market contamination / PUH by 

AI virus subtype H5N1 is by Indriani et al. (2010) who report contaminated market environment such as desk jajaan, 

telenan, knife handle, and others. However, in the study there was no collection of specimens from live birds, so the 

data presented simply state that the market environment is contaminated with the H5N1 virus. The activity carried 

out in the market between traders and buyers often causes the market environment to become dirty, thus becoming 

one of the market contaminated factors by the A / H5N1 virus or other diseases that can be transmitted to humans. In 

this study, the identification of AI virus subtype H5N1 in poultry and market environment to know the role of 

market as a source of virus transmission. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 



Sample Collection 

Collections of swab kloaka poultry samples in PUH West Java Province were conducted in four districts: 

Purwakarta (3 markets), Subang (2 markets), Bandung and Garut each 1 randomly selected market. Sampling of 

cloaca swab and environment swabs was conducted at Pasar Jahe Market, Leuwipanjang Market, and Pasar 

Gembong in Purwakarta Regency; Sukamelang Market and Pegaden Market in Subang Regency; Soreang Market in 

Bandung Regency and Banyuresmi Market in Garut Regency. Sampling of cloacal swab and environmental swab 

samples in Banten Province is represented by Tangerang Selatan Regency (3 markets) namely Self-Help Market, 

Pasar Jombang and Pasar Bintaro Mas Sector 2. Environmental swab samples taken in the form of telenans, scales, 

tables, knife handles, and cages (Indriani et al., 2010). 

AI/H5N1 Virus Identification using RT-PCR 

The cloacal / environmental swab samples in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) transport medium 

were isolated RNA using a QIAmp RNA mini Kit (Qiagen) in accordance with the instructions for use. The RT-

PCR reaction is performed on an ABI 9700 (ABI) thermal cycler machine using the Superscript III One Step RT-

PCR system (Invitrogen) reagent. The AI primers used to identify the AI subtypes of H5N1 are for H5 subtypes 

performed using a specific primer H5 (Lee et al., 2001) and for subtype N1 (Wright et al., 1995). 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, 62 pools of cloaca swab samples from 193 birds and 67 environmental swab samples 

(individuals) were collected in the live poultry market of several districts as presented in Table 1. Results of 

identification of 62 swab pools of cloaca birds from a total of 193 birds with H5 primers showed as many as 9 

samples (pool 21, pool 22, pool 99, pool 100, pool 61, pool 62, pool 65, pool 66, and pool 68) were positively 

infected with H5 subtype virus (Figure 1 and Table 1). The nine positive samples were then further identified with 

primary N1 and the results showed 6 samples (pool 21, pool 22, pool 61, pool 62, pool 66, and pool 68) positively 

detected the presence of subtype N1 virus infections (Table 1 and Figure 2). 

Figure 3 shows the results of identification of 67 environmental swab samples with H5 primers showing 

that as many as 11 samples (1, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 80, 51, 64, 69, and 70) were positively detected by H5 subtype 

virus infection. The eleven positive samples were then further identified with primary N1 and the results showed as 

many as 10 samples (1, 73, 74, 76, 77, 80, 51, 64, 69, and 70) positively detected substrate N1 virus infection 

(Figure 4 ). 

The results showed that all poultry markets in each district / city studied in this study were contaminated by 

H5 subtype AI virus (Table 2) although not all samples could be identified as H5N1 subtype AI virus. It is possible 

that the N1 primer used can not amplify the N1 gene in the identified sample which may be due to the presence of 

mutations in the AI virus or samples containing N of different subtypes with the primary used. 

In this study, poultry sold in the market more than one type, for example in the market Soreang Bandung, 

the market is selling broiler chicken, chicken, and entok. Other markets generally also sell more than one type of 

poultry. Poultry intended for consumption in developing countries is partially marketed as live poultry or sellers 

providing services to slaughter poultry purchased by buyers in the market. In small or medium-sized poultry markets 

usually not only sell one poultry, but also sell other poultry species that are kept in the market in temporary cages 

until the poultry is sold. These poultry come from various breeders, even from outside the area so it is very difficult 

to know the health status of the poultry including the presence or absence of AI virus in the poultry from the area / 

breeder origin or poultry is infected after being in the market. 

Table. 1 Identification of swab sample of cloaca poultry from live poultry market from Purwakarta (Pwt), Subang 

(Sbg), Bandung (Bdg), Garut (Grt), and Tangerang Selatan (Tgr) using RT-PCR primers using H5 subtype primers 

and N1 
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*Pasar : Market; A Kampung : Netive Chicken; Telenan : Cutting board; Entog : Entog; Itik : Duck; Meja : Desk, 

Timbangan : Weight scale; Gagang pisau : knife handle 



The PUH market is known to be a human-made AI reservoir that is then associated with outbreaks or viral infections 

to birds or humans (Shortridge et al., 1998; Davidson et al., 1999). The PUH market is an ideal environment for 

genetic mixing and AI virus spread because waterfowl is a reservoir that is sold along with other poultry. The 

identification of the AI virus in poultry and the environment in this study indicates that live poultry sold in the 

market can serve as a source of virus transmission to other birds or to the environment. Contamination of market 

environment by H5N1 is found in market of Bandung, Garut, and Tangerang, while two markets in Purwakarta and 

Subang regencies are not detected by virus contamination at some point of sampling. Pasar Kabupaten Bandung and 

Tangerang show that poultry and environment can be detected H5N1 virus. The detection of viruses in these 

research markets does not mean that the market is contaminated on a daily basis, which illustrates the conditions at 

which the samples were detected, namely the presence of virus contamination in poultry and the market 

environment. The cleanliness and disinfection of the market environment is likely to play a major role in reducing 

the amount of contamination of the H5N1 virus or other microorganisms. This will also result in a decrease in the 

possibility of humans becoming infected with this virus from the market or spreading the H5N1 virus to other birds 

after buyers buy poultry from the market. 

Picture 1. The result of poultry swab amplification with H5 primer (hole MW is molecular weight 100bp, hole number 1 is sample Pwt / D / 
26/4/11 / Pool 21, hole number 2 is sample Pwt / D / 26/4/11 / Pool 22 , hole number 3 is sampled as S / g / E / 28/4/11 / Pool 99, hole number 4 

is sample Sgg / E / 28/4/11 / Pool 100, hole number 5 is sample Tgr / D / 7/4 / 11 / Pool 61, hole number 6 is sample T / D / 7/4/11 / Pool 62, hole 

number 7 is sample T / D / 7/4/11 / Pool 65, hole number 8 is sample Tgr / D / 7/4/11 / Pool 66, hole number 9 is sampled Tgr / D / 7/4/11/68, 
hole number 10 is negative control, hole number 11 is positive control. 



 

Picture 2. Hasil amplifikasi swab unggas dengan primer N1 (lubang MW adalah molecular weight 100 bp, lubang nomor 1 adalah sampel 

Pwt/D/26/4/11/Pool 21, lubang nomor 2 adalah sampel Pwt/D/26/4/11/Pool 22, lubang nomor 3 adalah sampel Tgr/D/7/4/11/Pool 61, lubang 

nomor 4 adalah sampel Tgr/D/7/4/11/Pool 62, lubang nomor 5 adalah sampel Tgr/D/7/4/11/Pool 66, lubang nomor 6 adalah sampel 

Tgr/D/7/4/11/68, lubang nomor 7 adalah kontrol negatif, lubang nomor 8 adalah kontrol positif. Besar amplikon adalah sekitar 600-700 bp. 

 



Picture 3. Result of amplification of environmental swab with primary H5 (hole MW is molecular weight 100 bp, hole number 1 is sample Bdg / T 
/ 26/4/11/1, hole number 2 is sample Grt / T / 26/4/11/73, hole number 3 is sampled Grt / M / 27/4/11/74, hole number 4 is sample Grt / Tm / 

27/4/11/75, hole number 5 is sample Grt / Gp / 27/4/11/76 , hole number 6 is sampled Grt / T / 26/4/11/77, hole number 7 is sample Grt / Gp / 

27/4/11/80, hole number 8 is sample Tgr / Env / 7/4/11 / 51, hole number 9 is sample Tgr / Env / 7/4/11/64, hole number 10 is sample Tgr / Env / 
7/4/11/69, hole number 11 is sample Tgr / Env / 7/4/11 / 70, hole number 12 is a negative control, hole number 13 is a positive control .A large 

amplicon is about 500-600 bp). 
 

Picture 4. Result of amplification of environmental swab with primary N1 (hole MW is molecular weight 100 bp, hole number 1 is sample Bdg / T 

/ 26/4/11/1, hole number 2 is sample Grt / T / 26/4/11/73, hole number 3 is sampled Grt / M / 27/4/11/74, hole number 4 is sample Grt / Gp / 

27/4/11/76, hole number 5 is sample Grt / T / 26/4/11/77 , hole number 6 is sampled Grt / Gp / 27/4/11/80, hole number 7 is sample Tgr / Env / 
7/4/11/51, hole number 8 is sample Tgr / Env / 7/4/11 / 64, hole number 9 is sample Tgr / Env / 7/4/11/69, hole number 10 is sample Tgr / Env / 

7/4/11/70, hole number 11 is negative control, hole number 12 is a positive control. Large amplicons are about 600-700 bp). 

 

 

 

Table 2. Recapitulation result of identification of swab sample of cloaca poultry and environment swab from live 

poultry market in Purwakarta Regency, Subang Regency, Bandung Regency, Garut Regency and South Tangerang 

Regency using RT-PCR using primary subtype H5 and N1 

 

 CONCLUSION 

From the results of the study concluded that the market can be a source of transmission of AI virus subtype H5N1 

against other birds. 

Location 

RT-PCR Result 
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